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STRESSII5 DEVELOPED IN SEAPLANES WHILE TAKING OFF AND LANDING*

By Rudolfo Verduzio

DEFINI TIOiT OF TEE PROBLEM

The many recent improvements in aircraft whose wei,ght,
however, cannot be increased beyond certain limits, have
led to a more intensive study of aircraft structures.
Zhisilas resulted in a more rigorous application of modern
principles of construction, based on a better knowledge
of the effects of oscillations and vibrations, thus great-
ly reducing the frequency of failures. Really dangerous
vibrations are due to the coexistence of minimum dimen-
sions, elasticity of materials and faulty design. lioreov-
er, failures may result from deformations ‘causing varia-
tions in the aerodynamic forces of the same frequency as
the vii)rations themselves. There is need, therefore, of
a thorough analysis of the forces producing the greatest
stresses both in air at rest and when more or less dis-
turbed. .,

iiuch progress has been made in the knowledge of aero-
dynamic reactions, to which ongiiloors in every country
havo contributed, so that all the principal countries havo
published instructions for aircraft designers. Progress
has also been made, in the dot.ermination of tho possiblo
reactions on ovory part of an. aircraft under all the vari-
ous conditions to which it may be oxpoeod, especially .in
taking off and” in landing.

,On an airplane ail elastic system, ”genertilly cotis”is~-
ing of pneumatic tires and s’hock.absorbers, absorbs the
ve~+ical component of the kinetic energy at the” moment of
lauding. This phenomenon (fig. .l) has a double vibration

mllecit &Z&E-Xii i-’part&iEIi“%’d-all:t’ammaramen-to..-,egl,i,i.
idrovolanti,ll a ‘paper presented at the twentieth annual
meeting of the Societ”a Italiana per il Progresso delle
Sci~enze, Uilan, Sept. 12-19, 1931. LiAerotecnica, Nov.,
1931., pp. 1343-1405.

.
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with one frequency twice the others, but rather slow. The
rapid’ oscillation occurs in the middle with a frequency of
about an okcillatfon and a half in the second’minute,
~hich is not excessive considering the elasticity of the
system. It is always possible, therefore, to arrange
things so that, in normal landings, the maximum impact
force does not’exceed a certain fixed value of five to six
times the weight of the airplane.

In the case of.a seaplane, however, the lack of elas-
tic shock absorbers, the’ presence of which might be quite
-dangerous, especially in taking off, mekes it necessary to ‘
give some consideration -to the phenomenon of landing. Spe-
cial .cpnsideration must be giventhe process of taking off,
since even moderately rough water may develop rather large
stresses. - Tile accident of June .5, in the waters of Capri,
to our Minister of Aeronautics, whose skill. in piloting
is well known; serves to demonstrate the importance of in-
vestigating the stresses developed on the. bottom of floats.
The purpose of this communication is to show what has been

‘acco~lished in Italy and other countries and to draw a
fewu-seful conclusions. ,’”

LAXDING””OF A“FLAT-30TTOMED FLOAT

In May, 1931; Ilr,.,Friedrich Seewald published a re-
port,=i’n which he gives a general view of the impact phe-
nomena during the take-off and landing of a seaplane.
(Reference 12.) After a thorough examination of.the head
resistanceof floats in taking off and of its determina-
tion by means of models, establishing its dependence on
the angle ofimpact or”on the.moment about a ,transverse
axis (already. established by the British in 1920), he dis-
cusses” the impacts of ‘a float,while taking off and landing.
The phknom”efion of alighting on’ smooth water is mudh sim-
pler than on rough’ water,-where high momentary stresses
are developed. ““

..,

Qualitatively the impact phenomenon under discussion
is defined by elementary mechanics and may be compared
with that of a body fallingfrom a certai~ height on smooth
water,’ coming first in contact with the syrfaceland then
gradually immersing at a finite ’velocity until” brought to
rest: Asstiming the water”arid the body-to be nonelastic,
the impact fbrce and, consequently, the”pressure would be
infinitely great, while the time required for the float to
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..loseits finite velocity would be infinitely small, and
the quantity ‘of“watea instantaneously,. @i splacbd, by the
body would be finite. The fact that the body is not “de=,
stroyed is due to the elasticity of .the latter, and of the
water but, in the case of a.hull with a flexible bottom;
it is easily demonstrated that the elasticity of the: water
is so snail $n proportion to that of.the hull that the
“water may be considered nonelastic. . , :

W@a the falling body touches tbe surface. of the wa-
ter, the bottom layer of%he body is retarded, while, the
refraining parts continue their motion, thereby” produci.n.g
an elastic force due tio the .consequ.ent’.deformation~ The
lowest stratum of the body and the.up.per stratim”.o.f the
water in contact.withit, will be accelerated. d,ownwardb.y
the elastic force, while the rest of tho bodyis being
retarded. So long as the velocity of the upper,part of
the body is greater than that of the accelerated water,
the” body will continue to.be compressed, and consequently
the acceleration communicated to the water underneath w~ll
increase up to a maximum corresponding to the maximum comp-
ression of the body. From this instant the body gradu-
ally resunes ,its original form, and the impact force gradu-
ally retu,rils,.tozero. In the majority of cases the body
is then d~formed in the opposite direction and the impact
forcq ~?,cts,a.s ~ tensile force. The complete phenomenon of
compression: an.d.tension may be repeated several times with
gradually damped successive oscillations. Only the part
of the phenomenon corresponding to the first compression
is of ;static interest, as this produces the greatest
stresse-g.. ; .,

,. ,,

In, the case of a flatrnbottomed hull or float, the low-
est stratum of the body, ’which first. mme-s in con$a,ct with
the surface of the mater,..i.s retarded, while the other
parts, of the float or seaplane continue., in the first in-
stant, to move at the original vel,ocity and are then, grad+
ually. retarded as.the. elast-ic,members are compres”se.d,
while a force begins to act on the bot”totiJ@, the. float,
and the underlying mass of water is acc.e~erated. The great-
er-the elasticity, .the,.morp gradually the.f.orce generated
on the, v,a.t.,erincreases and, con.seq-iently (the; total acczel-.’-.:.,.:<.L..,,,.& .,..,*,,{
eratio,p o.< t,a.~water boilig dt.stri@ted over,,a,.l,~.ngg.r,,.tim,g),,
the. smaller.the. Impact’force. , This principle applies to.kny
form of,.flg~t but, “when the bottom. is flat.an”d parallel. to
tile sur~ace. of the water, it depends only on,the. ela,stic-
ity.t..prov.id;e?th~“-impact force infinite.

. . ..
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The” magnitude of the” impact” f,o~rc’o”“deperids not only on
the elasticity, but a~so on tiie S%ape of the surface com-
ing in contact w“ith the water, .,s”i,n:ce‘this determine the
mtiss of water to be acceler.sXed,.’‘;HenceS in the case of a
Vvbottombd ‘flqat, at the beginning ,of the impact “on smooth
water, otily a-small mass of “wat”er.:is ~cce~erated~ butt ‘as,
the immersion increases, the EL5ss “of accelerated water
also increases until tlie‘float has reached its f~+ll ~epth.
Thus’ the V bottom acts as a shock absorber, distri~utiilg
the force of the. impact over a longer period o? time. On-
ly the elasticity aff.p.cts the ,value of the ac,celeratidn,
while theV ‘oottoinaffects t’he mass, of water “Accelcratod.
This would’,call for a-prono~co”d.,V bottom which, however,
would impair tho.hydrodynamic qualities of tho hull or
fl”o”at; A tioderate V bottom is”t,he.most practical ’solution.

In ,Iandi.ng on rough water, the phenomenon is the same
qual”itatively~ b,ut the impact force cannot be determined
by any theory that does not take into account the charac-
t& of the waves, “tihibhvary in height and direction and”,
in ”the.relative position of their surface,and, of the bot-
tom of the float. A“ V.’bottom may even happen to he in
“the sage condition as a flat bottom. (tilted), in which
case only the elasticity can prevent rupture. Hence it is
particularly dangerous to land on rough water with the
waves ‘parallel to th”e direction of landing. Experience
has ‘shown, however, t’hat floats with V bottoms behave betL
ter, even in this case.

~h~n the waves “meet thi bow of the float, which is
usually the case, the phenomena now under consideration
‘(taking dff. and ,laiding) are almost the same as on smooth
waterT but the velocity of the wind is greater, because ‘
the. component of thti air velocity”due to the inclination
.of th,e.surface of the waves “is “greater. Hence the “forces
are greater. and ,only a suitable bottom angle can keep them
within tolerable limits. “Siriee,the structural elasticity
of the bottom and of the other parts is already sufficient
for the ,tiriefperiod ofimpact, an’y greater elasticity’
would produce appreciable deformations of the botton of

.,tfiohull, .which might unfavorably affect, the take-off of
, the seaplane. It is fortunate that the oscillations due
,..,(tothe.,wave motion are considerably slower than those due

to, the impacts, and it ,is therefore possible. in aost ,cases
.to construct bottoms with such a degree’ of d~asticity” as
to be considered rigid with respq.ct to the effect on the
hydrodynamic-lift, but sufficiently yielding “as regards
the momentary impacts.

t
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LANDING OF .AV-BOTTOW!D ~LOAT ., -,.
,-. ,..,-.. .,.__. ,>-: -.,.,,”’ .-

A thorou~h iriv6”sti~ation of the landi~.g’,’ofseaplanes
has been made by Dr. Herbert Wagner.
17.)

(ReTSrences 16 and
At the instant a V.bottoti first touclibs”the. surface

of still water, a certain quantity of.water “is accelerated
downward, so that the float is subjected to’ an upward’ .
force J. The accelerated liquid i’s thrust out” latetally
and the “level of the water is raised .on the sides of tho
float. S$nco the .atmospheric,pressuro on tho surfaco of.
tho water is uniform, tho pressuro gradiqnt duo,to tho
displacomont of tho water.is perpendicular to thh” surfac~
at tho point” considorod~% so,that the resulting .accelera-
tion and velocity of. the particles of’wateb near the surf-
ace are normal to the surface itself. ??rornthis it fol-
10wS that, at a distance frog the .surfacq of contact, the
elevation of the tiater surface being very small, t$e ve-
locity is very small and nearly vertical,, Theveloc%+y
increases toward the edge of the contact sqrfaco, arid at
the edge of contact, if the velocity is high enough, the
water. is sprayed laterally. Here ”the pressure’ is the
greatest, and the energy contained in the spray co::cesponds
closely to that of the’ impacto ,.

.

Along,.a,sec.t,ion of the surface of contact, the pres,-.
suro results “from’the reaction of the water against, its
downward motion. In the middle of the “V bottom, the water
already has a downward motion, while in flowing toward tho
edge of the contact surf.aco.,tho water, which ovon had an
upward motion at first, is ‘given a downward. motion, espe-
cially at the edge of the contact surfaces Hen’~e the ~ot-
tom pressure &adually:decreases from a.ulaxi”rnumat the .’
edge o,f contact to the center” and then gradually .incr,easess
If a float has a relatively, small mass, it may happen,tiat,
toward. the, end of tho }mpact phen,ornenonl at. the:de~lter ,o”f
tho float, the’ prossurb’ ros,u”li’ingfrom t.ho.i,mrnorsi.on’is
sriall.erthan the negative pressure “due to the @xi,stin&’”ve-
locity of the water previously”a,ccelerated downward. There
is then a“negative pressure, at. the cen”ter .o’f.thp,floa$, .:
while ..thehigh pressure at the edges, has the final’ ef.fe,ct

.,of ret’arding.the impacts
,...

.. .......+-m-=Y=Q..,<Y..H-.-,.,..-,., >,. ,,,,”~’,
-.---.’....---”,!1,:.-.,...,

Lastly,”when t,he edge of t~e, contact area,’”f~s’~a~.tkb..
“e”d’ge.’.of,the :@ottomT thq impact phenomenon. erids w~th the
gradual immersion .bf the.,float, supported b~. the ,stat$c
lif.t.q~,.~:oyanc,i;,.~hich Wasnegli,$ibl,?: at:“first........ .:. ,.,’:.,,”’,> ’,, ...’ “...;:.. ..-.‘..,!.’... . .. ,,

,
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A detail ed,aa”alysi.s of th,e flow leads to the assump..
tion that, in.the .vicinity. of the spray and therefore for
large inclinations of the. water surface,. the velocity of
the superficial particle~ of water may be represented as in
?i~gxre 2, $.e.., as the geometric sumofa constant veloc-
ity’tange~t. to the surface and of a like horizontal veloc-
ity, each of w“aich is the velocity increment of the impact
zone. ‘Hence the spray has nearly twice this velocity-

,“ AS mown in. Figure 2, ,the magnitude of the impact
force depends, on t-ne initial velocity V. at mhic4 the
float strikes the water, as well .ason the ratio of the
size 0$ the craft to that of the waye. Thus,, if the waves
are small (fi&. 3), the forward and after steps of the sea-
plane strike the cr,ests of thewaves moreor less simulta-
neously and. there is no appreciable pi.tchingb .If, on the
contr,ary~ the -waves are large-as compared. with.the sea-
plane, the latter may strike the wave on the forward part
of ihe :hizll and-may bounce off, especially if the bottom
is “Dread. The speed. of the seaplane is reduced. by the im-
pact a~d, the controls having largely lost their efficacy,
th~. seapla~e i.s in danger of injury from the subsequent
impact; ‘If the after part of,the hull first strikes the
wave, the retardation i,s slight and the seaplane, after
pitching forward, strikes the ,water at increased speeii on
the. whole bottom, area.of its forwara part ancl is.in tian-
ger of~being staved in.

. .
,.

POSSIBILITY OF i~ODEL TESTS

The act of taking off does not differ substantially
.“ from-that of lagding,.. excepting that the succession of

everit.soccurs .in the reverse order.” The a“ct of taxying on
smooth water and especially. “on rough water, where the
greatest stresses are produced, is like that of taking
off.., ,, ,. - ,,.,

Ii”aving.t~us qualitatively defined the, phenomenon of
‘the impact ofthe hull or floats o.f.a seaplane in the
above-menti.o.ned maneuvers, let us, see whether it is p,ossi-
ble to cletermi.ne;the magnitude of, the impact force and its
distributio~”oti; ~fii’cbamounts to the.,satiething, the dis-
tribution of,,thd’water pressure and the accelerations un-
dergone” by ,,t.l~ee.g. of,the seaFlane. Since the greater
s.tz?essed’are.produced on rough water, in,which case no.

=1=1—-1— — mm mmmmm-.
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rigid ”tfieory is possible; and since, .bn--the”oth?r” hand,
the-theoretical invO,s.tigatio.n,i_8:oply~approxirnate, ‘even’on
smooth water f,or which there” are experi-m’eni%d “cofr”ection’
coefficients and’ factors, it is necessary %0 resort to ex-
perimental results for establishing the maximum limits” of
the impact .forces”and accelerations, while the more or
“lesS””q,ppToximat& .thbOries give us an idea of the magnitudes
involved,in the impact pheriomenofi und_er consideration.

X7+en a float or hull strikes the watch or””moves along
its surface, a force is produced which is c-hiefly the’ r“e-
sul~ant of three components,. namely; “the f~i~ctional re=
sistance of the ‘surface under water, the” inertia” of the
accelerated particles of wa”ter and a’”fdrce due; to the wa-
ter pressure, w.hieh varies with the depth of immersions
These three principal components d~not follow the same
laws when the measurements””afie varied. The ‘forces due to
the inertia o? the water obey the law of the squares for
the re~istance”, or the force “increases proportio~ally to
the product of the aensity of the water, the area”of the
immersed. portion of the body and the. square of the veloc-
ity (laws of Newton). Tiie forces dueto the water pres-
sure vary according to the-laws of Froude, geometric ‘sim-
ilarity being assumed, on condition that the ratio between
the impact and static pressures remains const’ant in both
cases. The need.of” tespe”cting the above-mentioned laws”
defines the relations between the velocities and dimen-
sions of similar bodios- Eence, if there were no friction,
it would be possible to transfer the results:’obtained with
any float to another geometrically and structurally simi-
lar one. Eowever, since t-here are fri&ional forces, t’he
transfer can be uade with respect to the magnitude of Rey-
nolds iTumber- This new condit+on redtic~s tho ratio of
similarity to unity, for tile””siuqe velocitym It isconclud-
ed, tj~orefore, that exact result’s must he obtained ‘thrbugh
experimentation with full=size”d craft.’ ‘. ‘“ “.

.,.,’, ,.

Th’e impact forcee in which we are now interested are,
however, of a higher order of ‘magnitude than the fric-
tional forces developed in tax@ng, so that we may disre-
gard the frictional forces and! those’.which form waves,..in
comparison with the fore.es~of-inertia~ “and therefore “con-
sid’e’~:”o’fil”~’”th”e~”ratis:”Of ,~~ewton.t~+he .t-rans.l+ti.onfrom mode-
ls to full-sized craft. It GhOUld be noted, however,.
that the- elasticity of the who’le greatly affects-the mag-
nitude of tide impact foti’cesand, since elastic similarity
is itipossible between a small model ,and a full--slzed craft,
only t’he experiments made with the latter can be consid-
ered.

—— .—.--.
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Expe”rirnents -“w~-th““mds~,s~c$@’serve only. for floats

Wi:t,h&iaa@’.V “%6%Wom.s,-“in.which’ the elastic effect, is al-
Experimen*,’ation with models may alsomo:s“%...ns.gli‘gj~ibI”bO“

serve for’the ~e-tie’ralinvest ig,a~}on of impact -phenomena,
prov’ided , .k.otibver”,“the factors “pr.e”senth“av~”Vbeen defined;
or f,or special’ “investi.g”a-tion:q.”. “?.nthis confection ‘we will
mehtion the “experiments of S,:.Watehabe (re~erence 18) made
with cylind.e%s’ ‘terminating’ i.n Cdnes of”160 at the vertex
and bopped i“titostill water? s which ,showed (fig. 4) that
the ,tlieo.retical curve is closely approximated to the ex-
perimerital one” by means of an empirical correction, naine-
ly, b,y mult”ipl.ying the’ relative ordinates by the constant
coefficient 1.16; br’ ‘As if the. angl’e.Of al?erture. of the
cone. were somewhat greaterj i.b~ S the’ ape~ture formed by
the water raised around the cone’ “(fig.5) ~, This also ex-
plains some other di screpancies between the theory and
Watena’be ~s experiments. .:

,...“ .
The preceding ‘restrictions do not” apply, however, to

researches in connection wi”th the motions. of rolling and
.piticking on the water, since the impacts, being of very
sha.rt duration, produce acceleration’s considerably sgaller
,.thanthose d-ue to the hydrodynamic and aerodynamic r8ac-
tion”s on the hull”. ,, ..

,,

BRITISH FULL-SCALE EXPZRIXENT.S
.

T~~e oldest important experirilents with full-sized sea-
planes, regarding the stresses developed on the bottom of
the floats while taking off and alighting, were made in
1919 and 1920 by the British Hation”al Physical Laboratory
in ‘collaboration with the Marine Aircraft Exp,eri,mental
Es~ahlis,hment, Isle, of Grain.,.,

Experiments with the v“e-rysimilar flying boats F ~
and H 16, gave, take= off Speeds of ’104 to 113 km (64.6 to
70.2 mi. ) ‘per hdur for the X 3; and 115 to 123 km (71.5 to
75.4 mi,.) p“er hour for the H 1.6i and respective weigkts of
4,500’ and’ 5,000 kg (9,921 and 11,023 lb.). In these ex-
periments’ {it-was found that, when taxying on rough water
at a spee”d .b’etween”50 and 70 km (3101 and 43.5 miq) per
hour,.,’the pressures were greater than in still “water, and
that them’aximti’ptiessure of abbut 0.456 kg/cmz (6.49 lb. ~
sq.in,) i’ehcoutit~rbd on the H.’16’,was near the axis of the
...... .,
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hull about halfwa~ betmebn the b’ow and t’>~’step. * ‘“k ox-,
“c@tional p“res$~~re:”.of”’~fO.576kg/cma ,’(8.”19 13. /sq, in.,) was
fouxid hear tho ‘it.op,:behind wilich-thoro, was a prossuro of
only 0.”03 l.cg/cma (.427 lb. /sq. in.) .“ ‘At tho extromo. front
end, the prossti~’o did not, excood 0P183 kg/cmz’ “(2.60 lba/ “,
sq..<in*.).J Tho maximum pressures woro rocordo.d’yhilo taxy -
ing.:rapidly on tho crests of tho WAVOS. Wll”i1(3takiilg off ,
tho ma”ximum prossuro”. of 0.’443-kg/cma (6.30 lb, ~sq. ifi..)Was
enc.ounter’ed halfway between the bow and tl.e”s“tep, when tune
waves were 70 cm, (27w56’ in. ) high and the. wiid was light,.
.Near the step the pressure was about 0.281 “kg~cm2 (4.00 lb. /
sq. in.) . In a norna~ landing on smooth water the maximum
pressure was about 0.281 kg/cm2 . In rough water it ,reached
0.443. kg/cm2 (6.30 lb. /sq. in.) near the keel in the mi~-”die
of t’ho front part of the float, but this prossuro was lo-
cal, the firessuro in the’ vicinity being only 0,352 icg’/cm2
(5.01 lb, /sq. in.). In a fast landing, a pr”etisizr”cof 0~”611
kg/cma (8.69 l%=/sq. in.) was rogistorod at tho sano point
and pressures of 0.352 and 0.443 kg\c,m2 “(5.01 and 6..30 lb, /
sq. in.) in the vicinity. . .

Similar experiments were undertaken in 19.24 on a ~ ‘5
flying boat weighing 5,210 kg (11,486 lb,)i but, the shocks
produced in the various maneuvers were no less severe than
in 1920, though the pressures were lower. No measurement
was made aft of the stop. The results of these important
oxperirnents wero pu”olishod in” Roport”s and i!omoranda Nos. -
683 arid 926, of tho British Aeronautical Rosoarch Commit-
too. (.References 1 and 2.)

Important investigations were recently made in the
United States. We will first ment”icm, however, a few ex-
periments made in ~Vgland”by the Short Brothers in1929i
The object of these experiments was to’ detorhino tho wa-
ter prossuros on tho lottom of soaplano floats moviag at
a high uniform spo”od., Wo roprosont in,~iguro. 6 tho dis-
tribution of tho prossuros moasurod on a“flat plat.o towga
at 16.5 km (10.25 mi. ) “per hour,,with =Li inci”den’bo‘of 1.0 ,
and iil Figure 7 the same distri’buti,on under the bottom of
a float model, cortiesponding to ‘full-scale tests at a,.

,“--- ———. - . —- —...-—...-...- .—
*It appe.~~~=th-~t..t:~e~~te~ was inve:nted~,~yc+.Ralnds”in” 187,2;
wk.en t’here ““was”no such use for it ,.asnow, Ra&us w’i%<ged“ko
use it on ships, but I?roude,readily demoiistrated that it
would be only a dis’advqntage~ ,’
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speed of about 55 km, (34 mii) per “hour* A.” Gouge, General
Id”anagerand Chief Designer “of.the Short Brothers-,-observed
that, since the results, may differ “as much as 10 per cent
fr,om”t~ose of full-’scal,e tests, only the linesof equal
pressure are approximately correct. The. maxi~um pressure
was found to be on a pa-it of t-he keel in front of -the main
step.. This point .of,maximum pressure shifts~as the speed
increases., its change in locatio”n being a function of the
speed. For ‘a”’given point X, suita?)ly selected, the max-
imum measured -pressure” is 0.422” kg/cma (6.00 lb./sqain:) ,
corresponding to a speed of ’70 km (43~5 mi.) pe”r ‘houry
Above this” speed, the “location of X is outside the water,
and “the pressure at that point is zero.- (Tig. 8.) The
distribtit”ion andintensity of tbe water pressures on the
bottom var’y with the sharpness of-the bottom.

“’,’
Many British treatises have recentI.ymb’een published

on the Droblem, of the directional stability of seaplanes
whi~~ t~x~ng off and landing and on the total
4istancG “-tot*hO floats.

-.

AMERICAN FULL-SCALE EXPEi!lIMENTS
. .

water re-

3

The most important and conclusive investigations,
tioth as regards the quantity and the quality of” the re-
sults obtained, were made by the National Advisory Commit-
tee for Aerona-atics at the request of the Bureau of Aero-
nautics of the Navy Department. (References 13, 14, and .15.)

,.

The, results tiere published in Techhical Reports Kos,
290, 328, and 346 by ‘1?.L. Thompson, in the years 1928,
-1929,”and 1930, respectively, and refer to tests made on
floats and hull, a:’ follows:

.“

On a,s.e~plane with central fl~at;
,;:’ On. a t-win-float seaplane’;

3* On a fly,ing boat.

The seaplane used for the first series of tests was
a Vought UO-1, a two-place, single--engine biplane with
-wooden float. ‘Its specified stalling speed was 55.5 m~les
per hour, and its gross”weight was 2,764 pounds. The
single step was 2-5 inches’lii”& arid t-he angle of the .’af-
ter keel was 5°.
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f
j The ,seaplane used for the see,ond series of tests was
,*

!
- a !lY3-1single-place, ..one-engintibiplane, that could ‘be
equipped with either float’s or wheels. ““”A-S’-a.”seaplane” it “

1
had. a specified gross weight of 2,123” p“ounds and a landing
speed of 60 to 65 miles per hour, The single step was 2$

(
~nchos high at thb keel , and the angle of the after keel

~ was 5.5°. ,. .
j

i In loth seaplanes, tho deck lino was paral”~~l. to the
;’ thrust axis. In the UO-1 the botttim V wa8 140 (angle of’
!
I v of 200), remain ing.unif rm from, bow to ste n.8 g In the

j TS-1 the bottom V“was 146 (angle of V of 1? ) , being, al-

j
‘most uniform toward the bow, btit increasing to,148° (angle
of V of ‘16°) at the stern~ The essential characteristics

) of these two seaplane: are shown in Fi@res 9 and’10.

1
/

The flying boat used in the third series of tests was

f-
a Curtiss H-16 twiu-engine biplane weighing about 10,000
pounds and landing .normally at a speed of about.50 miles

I per hour. It was constructed of wood. -The-side $po:nsons,

~
or fins, extended the bottom lines considerably beyond the
true chines. It had two steps, the main step being the
forward one.

~
The keel angle between the steps was 4°.

The bottom V had an aperture of 137° at the stern and 138°
at the how. The geometrical characteristics are shown in

~

r,
Figure 11,

At various points or stations on the bott,oms of the
\ floats, “as iildicated in I?iguros 9-11, the water pressures

1
More “geaskred by aeans of special recording units, qach

~, unit being a solenoid which deflected a“”boam of light by

~, steps when the current was varied by the action of four
pistons. Each piston was held iripl”ace by a spring’of.

~ known tension.*. ?lhen”the force ac.ting.”on th,e piston ex-
/“

1

ceeded the t,ension of the spring, it caused a, sligh,t disv
place~ent of the spring, thereby closing an electric cir-

) cuit. Which indicated’ that the original tension of tho
~ spring had been exceeded. “Ea”ch”uVitcontaindd four of
! tilose pistons or p+ungers with four’ distinct ”progrossivo
~,

adjustments of ,tho springs?
~

In this way tho offoctivo
prossuro on tho bottom w~s comprisod between two success~
ive. .adjustrpents.;,.. ..c--. 9 -L-4 --+-.* .,,.. ,.. r ~;.,.,’, .“

. . . . . . . . . . ..- -,
/ —., —.:-.-—

I
.,.

J
*The’ pistons ~“~re actually restrained’by air Pressures ..

1 rather thim by’’spri~gs as stated in’ the original text. The

geileral principle of operation was as stated; home.ver.
1
I
$
~

J
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The object of the tests ~ping to reproduce the most
difficult conditions for lW&ing and for other maneuvers
of A seaplane o“n.t’liewater,, $~6Y were conducted with the
greatest skill and ~oldness$ and not without danger to the
pilot, since t~i,estresses were liable to rupture the plank-
ing..or other parts expq+ss to the water. The tests mere:....,,-?. .,:

a) Take-offs from smooth and rough water; ‘
b) Taxying. on.,smooth and rough water;
c) Landing with engine s“topped;
d) II II II

.,.,
running;: -.

e) ‘ ~ II bouncing or porpoising;
f) ““ II at high speed;
g) Cross-wind landing with wind ~rom the, right;
h) II n II ‘ II II II left.

The taxying tests were made at low speed, in order
not to have the hull ~n the step, and consequently unre-
s:~ousive to the controls, and at different speeds, or on
the step, with the craft obedient to the controls. These
tests yielded a.complete series of data from which were
derived the following diagrams pertaining to the static
properties of the <lying boat. .“

T2e tests made with the iJO-1 led to the observation
that the”highest pressures occurred immedia~ely’ forward
of the step for the full width of the float bottom. Going
forward from tlhe step, the region of high pressuresnar-
rowed toward the keel aild the magnitudes of the maximum
pressures decreased, Figures 12 and 13 give a clear idea.
of the phenoraeqon~

. .

The maximum p-ressures occurred in. rough water, espe-
cially in taking off and in porpoising, or in fast land:
in+~s and in taxying, or even in poor handling on perfectly
suoot’h ,watqr. Tn6 latter may produce”.high pressures even
where (tile extreme stern, f,or example’) rough water does
not. goncrally produce excessive stresses.

.The ~ater pti,essures on the bottom of the floats occur
as successive ‘impulses. it was noted, however, that the
highest vressures occurred in the vicinit;+ of” and forward
of tke s~ep, and with greater frequency, but their dura-
tion was less than 0.05 secondhand often much less; but
other pressures with a duration of even 0-1 to 005 second
occurred at other points simultaneo~zsly with ,the above
and were repeated ‘several tines during a single run. The
d~ratioa of the press-~res always diminished, however, to-
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ward the bow- Abaft the” step the pressures-were of very
short:duration (0.02 to 0.01 sec.,). These results agree
very well with those obtained by the British in 1920 and
1924, to which we have already referred. :

,,

The second series of experiments, based on the re-
sults of the first, was more conclusive and enabled the
determination of accelerations who”se maximum values (up to
4.3 g) were obtained in fast landings arid in porpoising.
The pressures” during these”.maneuvers are. shotin in Figure
14, ’~?hich may be considered as a sufficiently accurate
representation of the distribution, of the maximurn,pres-
sures in hard landings with porpoising, although the nax.
imum mressures do not occur simultaneously. Since these
are limited to small zones and short periods of time (0,01
to 0.05 sec.), Figures 15 and 16 give an Idea of the du--
ration and travel of the l~igh pressures above certain
values already established, corresponding to two steep”
landings with porpoising.. ‘In>these figures there are two
series, of curves, w-hich represent the travel, and ,duration
of pressures exceeding 5 td 6 lb./sq.i”na along t’hb keel
and along the chinee The areas subject to high pressure
are s-hewn by the shaded areas in Figures 15 and” 16 on one-
half the projected float area.. The.intervals were chosen
to show the areas when the high pressure is under the C.tZ.S
in the middle of the forebody and near the bow. IR the
middle of the forebody the high-pressure area is a maximum,
although t-he pressure is lower than at the other two
points. (Fig, 14. )

Iil addition to the above pressure, concentrated in a
small area, it is necessary to consider a sualler pressure
ac$ing over a larg’er region and of. a dura’tion of at least
0.25 second following the high pressure. This was found
to have a mean value of about 3 pounds”per square.inch.
It may therefore be. assumed that this pressure existed
from the main step to the position of the high-pressure
area ‘at.any instant. Fibwre 17 is a rectangular repre-
sentation of “the pressures on t’he bottom of the forward
part of”the float taken from Figurb,sl’4-16. The existing
loads are obtained by rnultiplyingthese pressures by the
correspondi~ng areas on whi’ch they act. F,igure 17 shows ,
the area ‘o~-”twdl”a&3Sam, ‘which evidently resul-tsin kilo-
grams per meter. ??hi,s,nultiylied by the aperture’” of t-he
floats, gives “the effective load. There is a~so shown, “
in correspondence with ‘eachd’iagram,. t;le ratio between
Its area and the weight of’the aiicraft ’divided by.the
corresponding aperture of the float. ‘Hence this ratio

,



represents the dynamic laad factor or, which amounts to
the same. thing, tho con,tingoncy factor for the given’ evo-
lution. ,“ ,,

“The maximum contingon.cy factor in the preceding tcs%s
was ‘found to,.bp 6.8,.,correspo~ding to .an .acccloration of
4.3g at tho c..g. ~fio discrepancy, intheso figures is duo
chiefly to ig”ac’curac$ in the assumed load distribution,
particula~ly’ .in the sustained pressure.ex%.end.ing from t-~e
step to the high-pressur-e area. A saall difference due
to flexibility’of the structure is” also to be considered,
and there is a possibility that the load is unequally dis-
tributed between the two floats. Lastly, the point of ap-
plication of’ the resultant force can be determined from
the load distribution. ~

.Th.isinvestigation ended with the distribution of the
pressures, abaft the step and in. its immediate vicinity,
where- negative pressures occurred. in taking off, ‘These
negative pressure-s, which fluctuated greatly, were quite
low and are of but little. importance for the static strut- ,
ture of the float bottom. At high spc.eds, however, they
may causo considerable vibrations of the bottom and nust
bo taken into account. .

,.”.
T~b,.third sorios of tests, made wit’h a largo flying

boat, completed tho program. The results in landing and
in t~.xying are plotted in Fi=&ures.”18 and 19, which con- “
firm tihat wo have already sai~” an,d show that, in landing,
tho maxi”mum load is” near tho step, while, in taxying,
there is a moro extonsivo region whoro the prossur-o is
&c~test at the stop and kocl and decrease rapidly toward
thb hoy and chino, forming a triangular distribution-. 3c-
twocn tho two, ‘steps thoro is still consid-erablo prossura.
Aoaft the ,second step tho pressure is very small. i

Tho pressur”e distribution ‘and its relation to the re-
action of. tho water is shown in Figure= 20 and 21, which
ropres”ent tho prcssuros n“nd accelerations in two excop-
tion,ally hpxd normal landings. Figure 20 corre~poilds to
a glide without leveling off, s’o tnat the heaviest Si10.Ck
(acceleration 4.7.g) .is experienced at the first contact
with the water. Figyre 21, on the other hand, represents
a landing with light successive shocks with the heaviest
one last (2.5g), after a’iout 3 seconds. Both figur,es
s-how a very small duration of the ‘high pressures- On ex-
amining these figures and the location of the pressure
stations (fig. 11), tQe high water pressures are found to
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act on a small portion of the whole bottom, with triangu-
lar distrib~tion,.,,.....

The maximum accelerations Were 4.7g vertical, 0.9g
longitudinal, and 0.7g laterals The maximum vertical ac-
celeration occurred in the above-mentioned steep landing,
w-nile the maximum longitudinal acceleration was expe-
rieficed’in taxying on large waves, and,the maximum later-
al acceleration was produced while landing in a, cross, wind

.

or ma.leuvering on large waves. In these”.tests it was,
found that the vertical acceleration of the. e.g. was about
2g less than that of the bottom.

The following may be considered as the criti,cal “load
conditions:

a) Vertical, applied under the c.g- in landi.~g;
b) Vertical, applied in the middle of the forebody

of the hull, due to the effect of the waves
in takiqg off;

c) Longitudinal, while taking off or landing on
rough water;,

“d) Lateral, while landing; in a ‘cross wind.

I?igure 22 represents the load corresponding to case a),
and the inclination .of the boundary of the pressure region
can be held at 30° on the plane of the keel- The distri-
bution of the lo”ad between the high-pressure regiori (which
can be kept uniform) and the low-pressure region (also to
he kept uniform) is in the ratio of 3.6 : 1.1. Figure 23
represents the load corresponding to case b), the limiting
angle again beirig assumed to be 30°, but the, high pressure
cannot ‘be kept uniform and varies from keel to chine ‘in”
the ratio of 1 : 0.4, while the l,oad.distribution ”between
the two zones is ini!liheratio of 1 : 1* Lastly, it is well
to observe also that the ratio of the loads” in caseq a)
and b) is about 1 to 0.64~ .. .

This triple series of tests leads to the following
conclusions:’ ‘ ,

,.

. ..——.-

,.
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A) Pressures on the 3ottom

Yor small seaplanes with lateral or central floats:
,...- . .“.

,,, ! . . .. .

l“e The.rnaximum vertical prk,s,suresaie about 0.7 kg/”
cmz (9+~6 lbY/~q. in.) at the step and both for special
landings on the. stern and ,near the bow; .

2.,“Only the region near and abaft the” stop has light”
and.”evenn~gativb pressures;

.,.

3,* Th? maxi-mum pressures act” on a sniall arch, and only ,
for 0~01 .tb O*O5 second;. ‘.

4* The socoadary pressures are always small in coa-
parisoli with the max’imui’,‘a:ldare greater: near, tile step;

(-.~~~

5A The “conditions for the wide’st dist~”ibtition of high
p~essures occur in landings abconrpanied WY pobpoising ai:d
tend to develop hig~~ pressures near the bow. The great-
est accelerations of the c-g. of ttie seaplane are also
producecl in this case.

,. ..’”

..
~~For large seaplanes with c“’entr’alliul”l:

6* The maximum pressures occurred while landing ‘and
were ~30ut 1 kg/”cm2 “(14.22 lb./s in.) near the step and

7dropped-to 008”kg/cmZ (11.38 lb,. sq.in.)” at the keel on

the middle of-the bottom of the forebody of the hull.

7. Between the steps there was a nearly uniform pres-
sure oi.O.55 .kg~cm2- ,(7.82 lb./sq=in.)@ .

.“ ,-

.~he distribution of the maximu~ pressures near the
step is”very siwilar in all three casqsi but their magnl-
tude i,s greater for the flying boat.- “This isdue to the
inclination of the keel toward the bow (figs. 9-11), which
localizesthe pressures, as’ also to the angle of the bot-
ton V and to the landing speed. The fact that the floats .
si~oved high pressures at t-he stern, which the hull did
sot, is attributed, to greater pitck~ing moments in the
float seaplanes than in the toa.t seaplane due to the
greater height of the tag. above the step. This also ex-
plains the greater bow,pressures in the first two series
of testsW
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. . 8. the verti+cal acceleration component of 4*7g
for the c.gs is not exceede~”iti a dangerous landing, but
the bottom of the float probably undergoes an additi-onal
acceleration of 2g in ‘the hardest Iandiing,s. In taking
off,however, .it may be assumed that the” vertical accele&-
ation of 3g is not exceeded, even when the water is rough.

....,,. ,“
“’9. In taking off trom.rough water, ‘there were hori-

zontal accelerations of 0.9g and in”landing with a“cross
wind there. was an acceleration of 0.7&,. but, under t,hese
conditions, there was danger of submerging the tiing.

C) Contingent Load -

As regards the magnitude’ of.the con,~ing,ent load act-
ing on the bottom of the float,. ~t may be ,as”sumed to be
the mass of the seaplane mult,,j,plie;d.by the ‘acceleration
of its. e.g., a fact which is y.e,rified in practice, the .
part of the wate”r:rs.actiox-ab,sorbed by the f.l”exibility of
the bottom being “offset :by -the load supported ,by the wings.

.’.,. ..,..,. .“,,,!,. .~.,’”

l:’
FULL-SCAJLE GERMAN TESTS ‘“”

Another method of measurement was used by the Germans
in their 1929 tests. This consisted in scratching with a
diamond point on glass, without any transmission lever,
the elastic deformations of the struts connecting the
float’ with the-fuselage and sometimes ’.thoseof the re-
sisting portion of the bottom of the float. .The records
thus traced were measured with a microsco~e. Vibrations
andtbe Affectis pf inertia were thus avoided. ,The bottom
pressure was recorded by a similar instrument. A th”fn
circul’ar”plate, fitted over the”portion of the bottom ““
where it was desired to measure the’pres.sure, transmitted
the ‘d6~l’e”&t&on.s:.produced”bythe pressure without the use
of a le’ver or other simila~-iticd-rdttig d’evice,.. ~1~~-e,was
no danger of secondary effects from the oscillation of
tie piate itself, because of’ the much greater frequenc~”
than that to be measured, The seaplane used for the’ tests
was a Heinkel HX9, D1617 siqgle-engin68, $.wo-seat monoplane
with two lateral floats, attached by” s’teel--tubing struts .
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of 48 kg/mma (68,273 lb./sq.in.) tensile strength. It had
a weight loaded of 3,000 kg-’(6,614 1%=) moment ‘ofinertia
about the lateraI axis” of 1,000,kg m SZ (7;233 ft.-lb.sa~
wing loading of 63.2 kg/m2 (12.94 lb./sq.ft~), power load-
ing of’ 4.25 kg~hp (9:24 lb~/hp), and a-landing “speed of
80 to”90 km/h (49.7 to 55.9 mi./hr.). The floats had ei-
ther flat b”ottons,’with a weight of”’143 kg (315.3 lb.)
each and a tr”~svers,e moment of inertia of 49.9 kg m S2

.,(36,0=9,’fto-lb:se>. ~) or. V bottoms with @ = 161°, a weight
of 1’47”s3kg (324.74 lb.), and a transverse inertia moment
of ‘47”.6kg m @ (344-3 ft.-lb.sec.2). Each float had a
volume of...3”iIY3(105_94. cu~.ft:).. The other dimensi”bns are
shown on Figure. 24. The results of the t’ests, as pub-
lishq”d by Vilhelm,Pabst (reference 10) can %e grouped in
two c~tegories: one corresponding to the stresses in the
connecting aembers between the floats and the fuselage;
the other corresponding to the pressure measurements on
the bo’ttorn.

The stresses in a member’ can be divided into princi-
pal stresses corresponding to the structural arrangement
an’d into secondary ,stresses due mainly to the moments”, to
the joints, to’ the welding, and. to the vibrations. Uany
tests, were ;tkerefore necessary for obtaining a clear idea
of the’ int’ernal stresses hut, given the form of the tubes;

, the tension in the extreme forward fibers could be assumed
to.be proportional to the stressing of the members, and
the total tension of” the axis is’ therefore determined.
The””.impact forces atie obtained by finding the resultants
of the vertical and. horizontal components of the forces
iri the member’s for each point of attachment-

The tests consisted of landing w“i”thidling engine”
and. of ~“aking off from relatively calm and rough water in
wi,nds up to 8 m/s ,(26 ft.’]sec.) ‘and gusts up to 13 m/s
(43.ftilseco.). ‘

.,. . .
Tigures “25 and 26 “show the directions and points of

“application “of the impact forces in taking off and la.ld-
ing, while F$gures 27 and 28 show the time intervals be-
tween the impacts during the same maneuvers. Figures 27
and 28 also give the load factors corresponding to the
various impacts, whi.c-hclo”sely approximate the factors
obtained in. America~

,.

The fact” t“nat some forces are not noraal to the bot-
tom of the float, as, they should be, since the water can

.
“...,”...’,.. .,.

,:,.,;,..,,...-f.,.:. .:,,...,’--....,’,....,.

f
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.,

,,..ac%”~$ly..$erp.qn~$&larl.y’t6 the,h’ottom’o,f the flo”at itself,
the frictional $orc& being negligi”ble,’’rnay be due t-o-6“r-
rors of keasurernent o~ inte~prbt$tion, or to t-he t’kbe-s’not
being of exactly the’ calculated C50SS sections, with. pos-
sibly neglected fixation moments and possible irregulari-
ties of the float bottom. Lastlyz Yigure 29 represents
the curves ok the.maximum vertical~impac’t forces encounx

.,tered.ih the ‘structures of the-floats in’the various take-
offs and landings, and’for’various seaways. (Xigures 3B
and 39. ) These curves terminate in straight lines’pass-
ing through,the step. In fact,’ since the resultant must
be at a distance of.half the length of the contact. sur-
face, which is rectangula~,. the impact force must’dimin-
ish in proportion as the length of contact dininis~qp;
other cotid.itions remaining the ‘same.. The inclination of”’
the straight lines depends on the landing sp”eed,‘the an-
gle of impact and the shape of the float bottom.. .Since,
as we shall see, the length of the contact surface in tak-
ing off or landing depends on the form of tho float bot-
tom, other conditions “being the same, tho inclination of
these lines can givo the moasurembnt of.the effect of the
bottom V. The theory really indicates a somewhat greater
effect, but this is. attribut.ablo to. the dof.ormation of
the botton and to. the effect, r“bcorded” in the” Wa.ten.ab”e
tests, of raising the.water on the .sides,of ,the flo”a,t,

Since? for .a given float, the ‘n”agnitudb.of the shock
depends on the length of the contact surface, which de-
pends on the condition of the water, this length may be
taken as a criterion of the” landing, possibiliti”es of said
float. The ratio between this l“ength and that of the” fore-
body of the float may be taken as the criterion of the
landing safety, indep.en.dently of the sea~ay ant of the p“i-
lot~s skill. Laetly, knowing the maximum length ~f the
impact surface for the normal landing speed and ,consider-
ing the maximum impact angle (taking account of the wean-
est part .of the float lotto,,m), one can determine the water
conditions under which the given seaplane can t,a&e off and
alig”ht..

The pressure measurements on the bottom” are”not very
important~becaume of their s,ma13 num~er. The. single in-
strument was used for a wood~n float of the HE5’ type and
installed 35 cm .(13.78 in.) forward of tne’ step and 20 cm
(7.a8’7in) from the keel. ,

a) On smooth wa~.- WhilB taking off”, pressures tiere

,.,....,,.,,.——.- —
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~easured of 1 to 1.35 k /cm?, (14.22 to 19.20, lb. /sq. in.)

7with one case of 1.”6 kg cma (22.76 lb./sq.in.); while land-
,ing, 1.1 ‘to 1.6 kg~cma (15.64 to 22.76 lb./sq.in.), with
two,cases of 1.95 and 2.1 kg/cma (27.73 and 29.87 lbo/
sq.im=) .

..b~On rough water.- While taking off,—. 1-25 to 1.9 kg/”
cm~ (17:78 to 27.02 lb./sq.in.); tihile landing, 1.45 to
1.75 kg/,cEaa (20.62to 24.89,1b=/sq.in~); frequency of ’70 to i
100 per secondi

. .

Geasurernents were also mad-e of the deflections of
parts of” the bottom, su,c’a.asthe planking, under the act-
ion of pressure, and the mean load was calculated by means
of previously determined constants. The results, though
less accurate than those obtained by direct measurement of
the pressure, agree with the results of the’American ex-
perinents already recorded.

KAR,WNIS THEORY (Reference 6)

Professor Theodor von Karman, while in the United
States in ’192’9”,conceived a simple theory for determining
a formula for, the pressure on t-he bottom of a float while
landing, and’ ~e-veloped an equation which gives the approx-
imate magnitudes of the forcesirivolved.

,.

Starting with the assumption that, at any instant,
the inertia of the seaplane and- of the masses of water
and air involved is constant, and neglecting the mass of -
t’~leair, which is small with respect to the mass of the
water and which corresponds to a half-cylinder of. radius
c, one may write

PO PO
v = ~+~m%=l-k~”,.

2m

(1) “,

where (fig. 30), in the immersion time t, with velocity

P in the Iiqui% of density “P, of the float with” a bot-
tom angle of. ~ = (180-2a), c is the half-width of ‘
the immersed part of the float, of which me will consider
a length equal to 1 and assume that the landing speed is ‘. ‘
PO.” and that the corresponding mass per unit length is m.
For simplicity we may write the’ ratio of the masses
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,.v=.y+, - (2).. ,. .,., .,. . . .

Since y represents the depth of immersion in the time
t, . we may write

v Q“ = tan” a ~
= dt

(3)

The’ impact force per unit’ of’ len”gth will be .’ .

J dzy
,.

; P V02 :“ .1 , .
-=rn-T=— “ (4)
1’ dt (1 + ~)a”.2.tan a

,.

and the” mean pressurq will be

J ?-rP V02 1
P~=—=

.‘2C -(3..3:w)= -
(5)

Evidently the maximum value of this mean pressure i,sat
- the fi”rst contact, when

max’ pm = l-rP,’vo= += (6)

which corresponds quite well with the American tests-

“The possible objection to this formula is that, when
the bottom angle is 180°, pm =m. This is due t.o the
fact that Karman began with the assumption that water is
incompressible, and that the float bottom is perfectly
rigid. By assuming, instead, that the momentary pressure
increase in a fluid occurs with the velocity v o,f the
propagation of sound in the fluid, we obtain

Pm =p,v+o” (7)

which give”s exaggerated valu,~s, b,ecause”,no allowance is
made for the elasticity of t~e bot~om and for that of
the whole seaplane ~truc,ture. ~

.. . ...,, .,. ,,. ,.,,,... . .
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THEORY 0)? THE,FIJiT ELASTIC BOTTOM

.
.,

A year afte”r Karman, Dr. Wilhelm Pabst published -a
more .c-omplete.theory of the landiug impact .of sea-planes.
(Reference 9.)

After calling attention to the fact that, considering
the velocity of seaplanes, the water resistance is largely
due to the mass of water accelerated, the wave-producing
and frictional resi-stances being negligitile, he s-news that
the force of” the impact “5.sgreatly affected by the elas-
ticity of the “seaplane, sinc6 the. compressibility of wa-
ter is negligible in comparison. For the determination
of the-total “impact f-orce,h”e” shows that the portion of
the float bottom’’subjected to the impact depends on the
mutual’ positions of the float bottom and wave surface com-
ing in contact ahd that it is necessary to make simplify-
ing assumptions, such. as .5re made” by German naval archi-
tects, for certain water co,ndi.,tionsand lastly to defino
certain forms of landing. Ho ‘then assu”mes that the maxi-
mum. shock supportable by a seaplane is produced in land-”
ing as shown in Figure’ 31,’ C@ in taking off at insufficient
speed-

As Karman shows the: ac,celerated:mass of water to be
that’ contained in a half-cylinder of diameter equal to the
width of the “immersed part of the bottom, thus, adopting
the hypothesis of Lamb and assuming the density P of the
water to be cons%ant, Pabst considers, for an absolutely
rigid plate of width 2C and infinite length, a value of
the accelerated water mass given by the formula

(8)

But , differing from Karman, :Ie assuges that tilis formula,
valid for infinitely long bottoms, is not applicable in
practice, due especially to the fact that the width 2C
of the zone of contact is greater than the length 1,
and t-nerefore the value of-the accelerated mass is modi-
fied. Pabst therefore made an accurate series of tests
for determining the mass of water accelerated 3Y a plate
of finite l,en,gthand came to the conclusion that (fig. 32) ,
for large values of t/2c, the curve is parallel to tile
line P;C22 (formula 8) , while the curve approaches

P:CF for very small values. For values of A=lto
2C

— ,
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jj 2, which”he assurne”~to he the values corr”e;~>onding to”float

I

b-ottorns, it is necessary to subtract”’th~ constant” P ~ C3~
,! (which must be considered As the edge effect) from

P5C22. Hence the mass of water accelerated by the sea-”IIII plane is

(9)

. Figure 33’is a schematic representation of .a-seapl,ane-
float ,sys.tem. Themass M of the seaplane. is concentrate-
d in its c,g, A spring, assumed to have “no mass and ex=
erting. a force of J = Kf is connected with the float
bottom, also assumed to be without mass.. The latter ac-
celerates a mass of water Ma in an immersion time t in-
itiated with a vertical velocity V. and being (during
the time t) the weight of the seaplane (minus the lift of
the wings) v P. The equations of motion (considering the
elasticity and disregarding the damping) are.,,then

d2 xl

M =Kf -VP,>—

d2X2
Ma~= -Kf

(lo)

where % - X2 = L - f, L being thei.nitial length of
the spring. For f’1.~t bottoms Ma = constant, while for
V bottoms with straight sides Ma = cp X22, In general,
for b~tt,oms of any shape, Ma = f (X2}. The integrations

can be made either graphically or-analytically. For flat
bottoms the maximtim’irnpact”force “is”

Jmax = J(-ugM)2+;V02KM+ug~ (11)-‘,.,
in which ..

>. ~~.]Ja.:,:‘
.“M=-

M+Ma ““”.“’
,,.

,,,
For a“~~r~t’”approximat~’ori, “’observirig that the mass

Ma is’ about 20 per cent of the mass of the seaplane,
that u is less than unity, and that K is very large in
seaplanes, we can write

J = V.
c

M Ma
max K—

M+Ma=
voJn Q (12)

!1[’,..-,.,,-,,-.,,,....,. ,,,,--.....
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The formula ,,obtained. by integrat~oq from equations (10),
... . .,

J VgM)2 + V$ ‘TM. Siri.(fit - 8)+viM “(,3)

where

gives the value of the. elastic .,impact J and shows that
the latter represents a vibration of the system whose mass
is. the sum of the..various masses of the. seaplane. The in-
itial conditions of vibration are given by th,e relatim
moti,on of the masses -at the b-e”ginning of the impact.

The eccentric impact is obtained approximately.by
substituting, for:.the actual mass of the. seaplane, the red-
uced mass ..

Mt.= M J2
z + r2

where i is the radius of inertia
of the impact force from the cog.

. (14)

and r is the distance

This diagr~ming of the seaplane with a flat-bottomed
float’ yields excessive result-s, since “the elasticity is
reall~ distributed throughout all the parts of the seaplane.
This fact’ led Pabst to investigate. the problem by assuming
a succession of rigid masses elastically connected with
one anotherg The division of the seaplane into two masses
leads to serious analytical difficulties, though it final-
ly yields simple results. Figure 34 represents the above-
mentioned graphic method. Ml and & represent the mass
and inertia moment of the fuselage, wings, tail,,and en-
gine, “rigidly connected With the line A3. 1112and 62 are
the mass and inertia moment of the rigid float, ,connected
with the fuselage by two elastic members assumed to have
no mass but having elastic constants K~ and Kh. The
float bottom, without mass, is elastic with constant K2
and accelerates the water mass Ma. The eccentricity of
the impact is represented by r.” Tho other quantities
are clearly indicated in Figure 34..

..,.
?y:applying the equations of Lagrange, we obtain

! ., :.

“d’.tw ““

.! . ,S.qfi dE.,... ——. .
‘ dt

— = Fi ‘“ :.i.:
79qfi

(15)
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which represents “the kinetic-energy of “the whole system
with the reduced external force Fi,..for the coordinate
qi of the point i of the mass” co.nsldered, q!i .b,eing
the derivative of qi w~th respect to t“, successively
to. the quantities Ml, fjl, Ma, .02, Ma, bearing in mind
that the external forces are the elastic reactions conn-
ected with the very ‘complex system of equations:

Ml
d2x
a + (Ku+Kh)~.2 + (Kva-Khb).~2=0 -
dtz

a2q1
(31 — + (K~a-Khb)f12+ (Kva2+Kh12)~2=0 “,.

dt2 .

. .

M2~- (Kv+Kh) f12 - (I$ja-Khb)q+z+ Gf23=0 . (16)

02
d2~2.
— - (Kva-Khb)f12 - (K~a2+Ehb2~la+ K2rf23=0
dt2

a2X3
Ma_- K2 f23 = O

dt2

which, after a double differentiation of “the formulas

xl-~ =Ll-f12 ; x2+rq2-x3=L2-f23 ; e% -V2=V12

yield the system of equations for the eccentric impact of
the two-mass system for any arbitrary distribution of elas-
ticity between the two masses
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.,

These equations r-epresent compound “vibrations similar to
the ‘torsional; vibrat”ion-s of shafts. -

.,.

In order -”toarrive at a conclusion, Pabst considered
the impact centered on the step (r = O) and. made certain
simplifications by ~u”t’ti”ng ‘KIJ‘,= IIh“= K/2 and a=%=
1/2. Under these ‘cop”ditions the system could be integrat-
ed and the impact for”ces

Jl = KI f12 and Ja. = Ka f23

corresponding to the masses M
t

and M2 , then become, on
the fuselage and accessories mass Ml.)

.

~ “ ‘“F-,.. .[

——.

& = fi (A-B)

and on the ‘float- ‘(mas”sM2 ).
,,

““”J2 M ~o”~’ (= *1 sin A,l t“”+”~z sin A2 t),

where - ‘“ ,. .

an-d the symbol s.:have the following “significations:

(18)

(19)

..”.

... .. . .“,,
“’!............! .

. .
:.
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M= Idl + M~ = total mbs”s of seaplane ,,
.,, ,. .,,

Ml” ‘mass of concentrated parts: fuselage; wings, ‘t~!l,
r

etc.= — = —.—
M total mass of seaplane ~

●

. .
,.. *

M2 mass of float
s

,,... ,,,.,,!
total mass of seaplane’ ,:T, ~~ . ,. .= r=—-

,, ,.,

~.. ‘ , ,, ,

Ma ~cdelerat,e:d m“a.s.s”of wate’r
..

,:,,:,,,,:,.,.
w
‘~=~tal mass. of”seaplatie ‘..’ ..: “ ‘“

ITo = vertical. speed of des.c’bnt.

K = total elasticity of seaplane between masses Ml and Ma.
.’ “-

K ~ elasticity between the masses MlandM2 ,.
c= —=..

K
——— ,

total elasticity of seaplane
. .?,,.’-. . ...

K2 elasticity between the masses M2 and Ma, ,’ ,’“
e= —= —. -a . .

x total elasticit,-y of seaplane

.. .

Yor using these formulas, it is necessary to know Ml
and M2, which are easily measured, Ma given by formula
(9), and ,Vo. The elasticities KI and Kz are generally
difficult-to calculate, KI being often mo”re difficult “than
K~ , These can be determined experimentally, however, and’
the author shows how this was done in, the Ststic Divi”sion .
of the D.V.L., by H. Hertel and Leis’s on a twin-float Hein-
kel HE8. This ‘consists ii determining the number of vibra- ~
tio~s of the individual parts by means of resonance with
the revolution number of a rotati’tik mass eccentrically at-
tached to the fuselage of the’”,seaylane, which “is elastical-
ly suspended. Todetermine the. elasticity between %he float
and fuselage, one observes at what retiolution number of the
rotating mass the whole s’eaplane vi%rate”s .in resonance with
it. Knowing this vibration numb,er and the, mass and iner’tia
moment of ‘the fuselqge and float,” ”the .defi~itiye -elastic ~~
constant is. de”term’inbd by known formulas,

However,” the experimental case does not correspond to
the simplified assumption Ku .= Kh; resulting in Kh = ~
by simply applying’ the preceding formulas to the seaplane
in a landing. case as represented in Figure 31s the horizon-
tal landing speed being 90 km/h (55.9 mi./hrti); the~lope

J1
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of the flight path about “12°, corresponding to V. = 5*2
m/s. (17.06 ft”./se.c.) , and a“ssurnin”gthe length of the bot-
tom striki”ng the water to be shout l’~2”m “(3.94,ft.) and
taking into” account that “c = m 00~05, M = 305 kg mass, :
ML = 275 kg ‘mass, Ma = 30 kg mass, Ma = 46 kg mass”
(e uation 9) , and that, “from the experiment K, = 574,000

7kg in, K2 = 3,500 kg/m, K =,4t13,000kg/m, and, hence,
r =“0.9, s = 0.1, w = 0s15,- ‘c = 1.16, and e = 7.25.
He comes to the conclusion that the respective impacts on
the fuselage” and on the flo-.a%‘are.

J1 = 17,800 sin 94t- 3,820 sin 450 t

Ja = 36,800 sin 450 t + 4,820 sin 94 t

““the frequencies of the impact phenomenon being n! = 15/s
and n~l = 721s.*, .. ~~

..

As was to be expected from the preliminaryh ypothe-
ses, the impact was purely,elastic. In practice the im-
pact is da~ped by the. effect” of the internal damping of
the material and by fr.icfiion in the connections, joints,
etcm There were no experiments- for this damping action.
According to Plank, Honda and Konno, the damping due to
th,e material is directly; propo.rti”onal to the ,velocity of
deformation and, by intro’dticing this’ concept (J = Kf +

~.~)::wo the preceding equations, we would have oscil-
. .. ...

la.tions.who.s.eamplitude would d,ecrease more or less rapid-
ly. For. plybood, Plankls hypothesis is not even ,approxi~
mately corr-ect~. For metals, the damping effec~ seems to
reach values cons”iderably ’atio-vethe pr,oportional~ty, limit.
This is why duralumin bottoms can support excessive loads
without failure, while merely developing. permanent. bulges.

. . .,
It is concluded’ that ‘the safety a-g,ainstfailure, con-

sidering, the rapidity of the phenomenon, is greater than
that shown by the calculation, on the condition of not ex.
ceeding the ultimate strength of the material for alter-
nating ,loa”ds. Within the elastic range, which alone is
of interest h-ere, the damping of. the oscillatio~ seems to
be negligibly small. Especially for seaplanes with du-

*In a skbsequent”paper , ~abst modifies somewh-at the ta,ke-
off” data to agree better “with those obtained experimen-
tally. The few changas are,perfectly acceptable.

. .
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ralumin floats, we may”consider:, as the”maximum v“alue of
the stresses Ori the seaplane, the value corresponding to
the maximum oscillation o,f the value Jl, since it may,be
assumed that, owing to the difference betwe.pn the-:,frequen-
ties U1 and .nll, at the instant of maximum am’pl.i.tud,e
of the larger vibration, the smaller and more re.p:idv,ibre.-
tion has already.died out: Similar c.onsidpratious cpply
to the impact force on a float since, in ccrrespo~.denc,e
with the, rnaxzmum amplitude of the more rapid. vibration,.
the deflection of the slower vibration is just beginning.
Hence the equations for the max%uurn. impact, forces;,may be
sim~lified to ,.

max J1-= VOJE%
. . .,,.

“E*L ~< “ (20)”max J2 =VO
,,.
In the publication of’Janu.ary, 1931 (reference 10),

Pabst changes the value of Ma (equation 9) to.

which yields slightly higher values, “t”~ougheven this for-
mula is empirical For the preceding arithmeti~al calcu-
lation, we find

Q=59
max J1 = 17,800 kg ; or the bottom’ pressure

P“,

max J2 = 36,800 kg ; p = ~~~~z = = =“kg/cm2 1.8
area 2.-,06

Similar calculations are aiso applicable to flying
boats, especially to large ones, the weight of,whose en-
gines and fuel is distributed “over the wings-

For the eccentric ‘\mpact, by way o’f approximat.i,on, it
is not only postiible to consider ,the s“ame formulas, hut
also to use the mass M as reduce”d b~, formula (14).*

*For V-bot”tomed flo.a~”s,Dr. Pabst pro-poses a theory iden-,
tical with. Karmanls, as already explained l-y us,,”and at-..
cord’ingly disregards, all e.lastici-ty of ‘~the seaPian6 and
of th”e float bottom and develops the” following formula,
which represents the impact. force J of” a’bo’a~ ,or’float
seaplane .wi$h a bottom .V”of po= (180 -. @.,..
(Continued at bottom of page 30. ) , ,: .....

/
(“
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‘ THEORY OF T3E RI GID””V 30TTOM
.; . ‘.. ..“:! ‘.
,

-7. .

. .

.:, .

- Karman.~s theory was taken up and comple”.ted by Herbert
Wagner, as already mentioned. (References 16 and 17. ) In
order to make it apply to all V bottoms.~’he expresses the
shape of a normal section of t-he .V bottom by

.
Y = cto x + al 4+ ..... ‘(23)X2 + a~ X3 + a3 x

where the constants a are determined by the shape of the
to”ttom, and he assumes (a hypothesis not adopted by Kar-
man) that the values are so (infinitely) small as to make
it possible to hold that the final velocities at the sur-
face of the water, exclusive of the sprays are very close
to the vertical. Under these conditions at the free s-ir-
face, the velocity is vertical, while in the contact area
the velocity decreases perpendicularly to the bottom, ad
therefore the mot”ion of-th= mater
same as that around a flat plate,
velocity ‘Y ‘s

.,

at the ‘free surface corresponding

is approximately the
Hence .,tha(Fig. 35.)

(24)

to a point x of the
bottom, at the instant considered, iimnersed for the half-
width c, V being the velocity of immersion and c be-
ing smaller than x.

The velocity at which the width of the contact area
increases is dc/dt . Adopted as an independent quantity,

——.— ,.~. .—

*(Continuation of footnote-, page 29.)

(22)

1 being greater than 2c, the usual notation. This for-
mula is identical with Karmants, if we take for the accel-
erated mass of water that of formula” (8) in~tead of the ex-
perimentally correct one (formula 9). According to this
theory, the load factor J/P = U is constant for the whole
.s’eaplane. The maximum pressure occurs at the teginning of
‘the immersion and has the value indicated by: Karman, as
given by’ formula (6)0

h -. -- . . ... ,
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. . . .
j# tho rat iti‘““ijf’-”t~~,<el:o~”~’i~e~ ‘k“.1, it-”.follows that, the
j ..

O.dc,

‘,, ... ,.
$.

~., ”
j r~’se q of””the superficial particles ,of water, correspond-
I ing to the abs.ci.ssa .x, is . ...

\ ,.

11:
,t. :., c”.. ..:

=.ofVy ~t =OJ~
/.. .:’. ”q,. “F- ,. (25)1’

1-
~ ‘“

‘1
X2

.. . .#
1 where t = t(c) and ‘dt’= & ac. Following, the phbnom-”
~

;., m . . .’

I
., ,..

enon of immersion, there “will come “an instant ‘at which the

$ particle of water corresponding to the abscissa x will

I
touch the bottom, when ~ =“y and x = c and hence

which is equivalent to Y = y(x) , giving

0 3 a. +cc~c+ :a2c
“3 1“6= 2.+-a 3c3+—

n 2 31-r
a4 C* ..... (27)

\ Hence the ratio 0 for every half-width c . of the contact

t zone is defined for any given float bottom.

i:( The maximum pressure is in the spray and corresponds
m?
I to that of the banking Up of the water, whose velocity is
t dc/dt and therefore, having called m the mass per unit
,!

!
length 1 of the immersed.part of the :loat

I P V02 1
Pmax = -

2(1’+ @27 ~
(28)

~ having assigned to p = ~ the same” me”aning (formula
,
i 2) as in Karmants theory and, since, in this assumption,

tile accelerated water is that of a semicylinder not cor-
rected by Pabst~s experimq”ntal formiila, and also ‘beifig

:! assumed cop.g.t+~t the quantity of motion iv. the pr_op.ag&-
1 tion of the phenomenon, for which V = ~ +ow (formula”l) .

In ’the ’zon’e of ’contact x <c; the”water ppe$stire,. .’“,”:; ,. .,,.

1, . ,., ,..
I

,.
I
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is. composed of three terms. The first depends on the in-
crease in the size of the impact area; the second, and
the negative term, on the retardation of the water and on
the elliptical distribution, and the third term, which
contains the square of the velocity; is quite small in the
central portion of, the bottom. Only at the edge, where
x approaches c, does it attainany appreciable val”ue.
3y integrating along the wi”dth of the surface of immer-
sion and disregarding the infinitesimal. terms, we obtain

,. J_ ST- P’”V02

t (1 +@3’
(30)

The depth of fmmersion is~
c

T=~Vdt=Jadk (31)
o 0

EXAMPLES

A) Two floats, ,,in which all the other conditions
(m, V., shape., etc.) are identical, but the bottom of dne

‘is twice as sharp as that of the other, are first com-
pared. l?or the one with the sharper bottom:

a) In the central part of the float, the impact
forces are “very nearly half as great as on the one with
the flatter bottom. I?rom formula (29), by disregarding
the third term, p is ‘obviously proportional to l/a;

b) The maximum press,ure at “the edge of the contact
surface is very nearly one-fourth that of the,flatter bot-
tom, it ‘being obvious from formula (28) that p max is
proportional “to l/C2 (equation 30) ; “

c) The. total impact force is approximately one-
half that o“f,the flatter bottom.

~) By varying the’ mass” loading m on the same float
with’s ,concave Y b,ott,om,which can be done, V. ‘“being
constant, by varying the length t of the impact zone, or
by considering two impacts”, one on the step and one for-
ward of the step:
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d) At the beginning of “the impact, the bottom..v
being rather sharp, the velocity of immersion is great;

e) In the case of small m, the retardation being
already sufficient, the impact forces are not great, while,
in the case of large m, the.fl-oat, being but slightly
retarded, strikes on the flatter part of the bottcn and
the pressures are great. If the bottom V becomes zero, ,
the theory gives infinite pressures.

C) By varying the shape of the bottom: Figure 30 rep-
resents, for successive contact widths c in meters and
for. V. = 3 m/s (9,84 ft’./so),), the time in seconds
from the beginning of the impact, the velocity ratio IT/v.
and the impact forces J corresponding to. a weight of
4,000 kg “(8,818 lb.) ~por unit length. The impact forces
J are also plotteed for 8,000 kg (17,637 lb.) and for ti.
Tho bottom, for which J remains constantd u-ring the
whole impact, is flat in the central portion, where it @as
the shape of a parabola. The three examples giv”e a very
clear idea of the effect of the shape o“f the V bottom-

A bottom with straight sides shows a maximum value
for J toward the center. In practice the max”imum is
less, because the bottom is here more yielding than at the
keel or chine. The concave bottom V has the maximum pres-
sure at the chine, which may be disadvantageous. For a
given botto’m V with straight lines, a value of, c is at-
tained, at which the impact force is the greatest. It is
of no advantage to increase the width of the float bottom
beyond this value, unless the bottom V is made a little
s’harper. It may happen that, for very short impact
lengths 1, greater impact forces will be produced in
floats of longer base, but these are unimportant, due to”
the smallness of 1“, For concave V bottoms the imjjact
forces are generally greater than for straight V,botto”ms,
but the forces diminish in proportion as the bottom is
widened. A greater.width, however, ih+olves greater dif-
ficulty of construction and a greater liability of bounc-
ing in afaulty landing.

In the case where the bottom shape varies from sec-
tion to s6~tion, we will corisider an element dl of the
float for which it is possible to consid,er the plane phe-
nomenon. The preceding principles ‘apply to all such ele-
ments, The immersion depth T with respgc”t tb ‘the orig-
inal undisturbed surface of the w,ater i-s given by equation
(31) , when o refers to the”s ection under consideration,’
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sp that, for, fmy immersion depth ..T, the width c is de-
te~mined for ,*Y section and the total, impact force from
equation (30) “written

.

(32)

In this equation-, when, in any ‘section, the contact sur-
face-reaches the chine, c = b/2 and u = co. Then it
follows from equation (2) that.

v=’+c2d~ ‘, (33)
0

where M represents the total mass. H&ving V, it is
possible to calculate p, V, pmax$ etc~

Thus far a planar flow has been asmmed, notwithstandi-
ng the escape. of the water fore and aft. Thi s phenome-
non is negligible, so long as the’impact leilgth 1 is
enotigh larger or smaller than the impact width b, but, in
the rather frequent case when 1, and h are of similar
magnitude, the calculated values are subject to consider-
able variations, due to the variations in the quantities
of water .acceleratedo* .’

The preceding theory is subject, hdweve.r, to other
corrections (as observed by Wagner), when it is extended
to larger values of the bottom V. The ratio between the
actual impact force Jv and the calculated J is given
.by the formula .

(34)

where a is the incidence. of the float bottgm at the edge
of the “impact ,surface.

For the straight-V bottom, Figure 37, in which is
1 Jv

also -plotted the curve — —, shows that the impact force,, -a. J J
varies with ao. Hence the ratio ~ is approximately

J
equivalent to the ratio of the dynamic lift AC to

*See what we 11.av,e,.al~eadywritten concern%n,g.,~hg,”~thdo~y ,,..,+. ..... . ,.
“’cist~ounded“by’Dr: P’abs$ for “takin”g.thins fact” i“nto account.
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(35)
..

c~orresponding to. tlie”.b”ottom,V:with straigi~t lines a. and
O (b being the-width of”th,e step, v the vqlocity of
rolling, and K the incidence of the float bottom at the
step). FigurG.37.gives .a~ i,d,eaof the behavior of the
b~ttom ~ in landing or iakin~ off, and it is ob-v~ous that
the variation in the itipact .is great, while tho,dynrmic
lift,.i~,,t~kiilg off is small’.*

,.

To thus have the elements for calculating tho”’roac-
tions”wndor tho bottom.of a projoctod “seaplan”~. .If Mr
represents the reduced
position of the impac,t
(30) , th:o total impact

........ ,,

J =
.

mass of the 6saplane for a given
force, then, according to equation
force is

(36)

where (accordin& to equation (2)),

Pllc2k=—.
2 Mr

Differ&tiation. accordiilg to t yields ,the length

of “the contact zone for which we obtain the rhaximum impact
‘force ””.. ,

(38)

For each: width c, there i.sa maximum” impact force. The
qbs,olut’ema~imum is obtained’with the minimum”valuo o’f

~c*..:
—..— -- —..-..—— ——-.~.—----- -----...—

*In taking off, tho hydrjdynarn$.c resistance of t-ho”float
~s”. ........ .. -,.

&zb~~Klpv2tl =2,,Ra..= K Ag.-i-&f--
—--””t-\;’~,+-0-~’025,-

,... .. . . - .2, . ( . ~,~
,, . . . .
.,, .->, ,.

.-
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Tho valuo of tho absolute maximum impact forco, in the
case’ of- a V bottom with straight -sides. and constant an-
gle, is” easily found to be

.-.’

= 0-835‘ax Jmax ,,

milere Tmax is the maximum

(39)

length of the’ contact zone,

taking into account the seaway which the float must navi-
gzte. The maximum Jmax acts at .$2 max ,ahead of the

step, “for which point t-he-reduced mass Mr must also ‘be

computed-c ,Thisformul”a is “also approximately correct for
a variable bottom V, when cto has” a suitable value.

We must also determine whether, for the given loca-
tion of the impact force, the bottom has’ at least the half-
length z according tci”’equation (37), or whether, taking
into account the seaway which the seaplane must navigate,
the calculated length Z is still possiblo. Otherwise we
must determine c (from equation 37) for the actually ex-
isting 1 corresponding to this value uc and then calcu-
late Jmax from equation (38).

Tor a projected seaplane float, it is then easy to
calctilate the absolute- values Jmax at various points on

the keel and, after determining the possible lengths t of
tile contact zone, to compute the values of Jmax corre-

sponding to the lengths “1. We thus obtain as many groups
of curves as there are assumed widths, b of the float at
the step, and as many curves as there are assumed shapes
o’f the V’bottom. These curves all begin at t-he step,
first follow an almost rectilinear course,. then bend and
reach zero at the bow of the float. Figures 38 and. 39
‘epresent the results of “the cal-culations for the same.
float weighing 15,000 kg (33,070 lb.) and having a speed
of 5 m (1604 ft.) per second. “Figure 38 is for a straight
V lottom and Figure 39 for a concave V, the width at the
step being respectively 2 and 3 m (6.56 and 9.84 ft.), ~
“The impact lengths were 165 and 3 m (4~92 and 9.84 ft.) ●

For tho float with tho straight’V bottom, the maximum
v~vlues mere obtained for c < 1 m (3.28 ft.) and hence
the wide bottom is not subjected to greater impact forces.
For the narrow float with concave bot.tou.V, the impact
forces are’greatest. when the..con,tact surface reaches the
ch=ine-’ The wide’ float is subjected to smaller impact ‘
forces. Tile maximum impact forces are therefore absolute.
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Hence it is possible to calculate; for any ..projected type
of float, the reactions on its bottom in landing, when
the elasticity is negligible with respect to” the eff’6ct
of the bottom V. The tests made in Germany and summarized
by us (fig. 29) practically confirm the curves given by
the calculation. (Figs. 38 and 39.)

. .

Dr. Wagneris theory enables us- to’’dotermine the order
of magnitudo of the forces and their distribution-with suf-
ficient approximation. It is based on the hypothesis of
the smallest ke~l angle-s for which the @lasti’c effect of
the float bottomis important and .extands the theory, @y
means of an empirical formula, to larger, angl,es for which
the effect of. the elasticity i..svery much .lessi This, fact
must not he overlooked. .Dr. Wagnerls reasoning on “the
effect of the ,,elasticity of the bottom for very small” keel
ailgles$ as a special preexisting bottom shape.~ must be con-
sidered rather bold, sinco the elastic deformation has two
distinct offoct.s, tho first one being a variation in tho
shape, of which Wagnerl s theory takes accountq iho SOC-
ond offoct is tho absorption of a cor.tain.kinetic onorgy,
duc to internal doforrnation work of tha bottom. This is
the grcator offoct of tho two and is not taken into ac-
count by Wo,gnorls theory. To this causo in particular aro
to bo attributed any discropancios botwoon the prossuro
diagran according to Tagnorls theory., as doterminod across
tho width Of the V bottom, and the diagram obtainod ‘by
test measuromonts, ,.,<:

PRE,SXNT ACCEPTANCE REQUIREMENTS

We considor it portincmt t“o tho problem under ccmsid-
eration to mention brief.ly.the.present requirements in
various c“ouxltriesa “These requirements; which are general-
ly applicable in ~rinciple, to all cases, are therefore,
conventional, but :g.ivp.the order of magnitude “of the
forces t.o be considered. .Italian regulations have always
specified that acceptance conditions shall be revised from
time to -time, as occasion demands’. On the other ~nand, ,th.e
C.11,.N.A; (Com~issi,on, Internationale ‘de Navigation Aerienne)
has not yet established any rules for .,theacc-eptance of
flo”ats- “=-:”-”-”” ~~‘Y ‘-’ “ ... . ... ....—.,. .-.

For France the Bure&u Veritas has fixed the pressure
which must be withstood by the .bott.oh .of a fl,eatand con-
sequently by other partsof the same float. This upward
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pressure on the bottom is given in kg/cm2 by the formula

“V.m~n 2 .
P

()
=K, ~

,. ,,

Vmin being t,he minimum spee,d of sustentation of the sea-
plane in km/ii, and K, ‘a coefficient dependent on the bot-
tom angle at the step. .,

,.

a = 5° 10° 15°

,. ,,.
“K = “’l 0s9 0.7 0.5

This.io,ressure.is riot uniforrnj however, alon,g “the whole
float,. ,but t’aliti,sth”e form shown, in Figures 40 “and 41, ac-
.c.ording”~towhether the’’float.has one or two stepsc The
distribution is uniform according to’ the yidth of the
float.. Moreover, a float rigi-dly fixed at the height of
the ste~ fiust withstand a bending stress corresponding to
the app”licatio,n.to its bottom of loads one-half those de-
fined by Figures 40’and 41.

The attachments of heavy parts, capable of dovoloping
“’considerable forcos of inertia in taking off and in land=
ing,. shall be so calculated as ,t~ be ahlo to withstand
vertically the weight. of the parts supportod multiplied by
five,,l.or, if it is groattir, by tho ratio of the load do-
finod” by Figures 40 and 41”to tho weight P of the soa-
p1ane; also to ‘be able to withstand horizontally twico tho
Canticipatcd force duo to tho inertia of ,tho masses to “Do
supported. In “the case of .seapl.anes with two fl~j~~t~,each
shall le considered as a simple float with the cc.-,~iition
that the coefficient K shall le multiplied by C,d~

!,

The Y.rench lit~ratur,q,, as weli as the “Italian, i’s very
po.~r.in comparison” ~ith the” others mentioned. According
to’’an’article %y E. Barrillon {refer”ence” 3)., engineer-in-
chie$’ o’f,.tho naval. qngineers, ‘,~”nwhich he dwells ‘on tho
str~n”kth ’:.con:diti’o,psof .seap.lane floats. and invcstigatos
,tllevarious phases.of motion in taking off ,and in landing,
we may co~clude, with Boutiron, that one of the principal
causes of the delay in.’solvin~ the problems of taking off
and landing will dis’ap”pear with tl-e establishment of the
naval basin at, Mapignanea..

.
Ti-ieBriiish, h“o~te”ver,’Ori the ‘ba,sis of their own ex-

periments, conclude t.lhq~: :. ..
,.
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1. The forebody”of a twin-float seaplane must..with-
stand a’l’bad of 3-5P uniformly distributed ovar a zone as
wide as the bottom of the float and that extends fron” the
step to the beginning of the V bott’om at the bow (fig. 42) ;

2. All the parts, ko,ehkeelsons, planking, e,$c. of
the forobody must withstand a load five times that acting
on these parts when the flo”at is immersed to its water
line; ..

.3. The after body must have the Sqrnp strength as tho
corresponding part of tho fusolago:

,..
4. The ports , windows and gun rings ,must be rein-

forced locally at the edge’s,”so as to withstand the ‘“
stresses. The walkways and,floors must .be ,able to” support
1,220 kg/m2 (249.88 lb./sq.ft.). The Uni,ted State’s, as a
result of their tests, decided that (always assuming the
horizontality of the axis of thrust) it’,was necessary to
consider three dangerous conditions and verify ,the break-
ing strength:

.1] Normal bow ,landing: the reaction of the e.g. in
the plane of symmetry of the seaplane, but so incl~ned
that, on the axis of thrust, th,ere is a component 1/4 of
the other component normal to this “(fig. 43) and with a
value of 8P?, where Pf represents t’he weight of the
floats and of their supporting members;

2) Landing on the step with reaction passing
through the c.go normal to the axis, of thrust, with the .
value 8P1 (fig., 43); .

3),.Landing with lateral load. The vert,ical forces
aro disregarded but ,.,ifi,tho pl,ane riorma: to’ t-he.axis’of,
thrust and passing, through the ceriter’of grzivit,y, a hor:i,~
zontal force of 2P acttng on t,he one float (figm 44), “,
or equally distribuiod over ‘both ~loatd.:and ac$ing,a~’ half
the depth of the submerged portion of thb float, is’ con-”
sidorod., Moreover, the American rules prescribe for conv-
entional seaplanes the pressure, distri~ut,i’on shotin’in “~
Figure 43,.,....,... ,, i, .’2:”s.-:..,..

.,
Gerrnany.,.inits:late,s,~~rpgulation”~,, still:in tile ex-

perimental stage,,,defines the co~$ficient of” impact as
the product

4-” ..

(40)

—
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wtier,e co: = ,1/125 tO 1/95, according to the seama~ on
which the seaplane must land;“.....-. .. . .. . ,.. . ““.

c1 = 0.9 to 1.1, accordiilg to the robustness of
the seaplane;

c2=lri 0.7 Cos (90° - a“) , according to the
kot.’tomangle. at the point of impact;

c= = a coefficient to allow for special configura-
tion of the float bottom;

v - horizontal velocity of the eeaplane in km/h;

P =.weight” in metric tons.

The following ca&.es of landing will be considered. ,{

li Normal: a) onthe bow; b) on the step;
c) on the stern.”

29 On a single float: a) on the bow; b) oil the
. step; c) on Lhe stern.,,,.

‘3C Lateral:,. ‘ a) on the bow; b) on the:s.tep;.,.,... .
c) on the stern.

The value and point of application of the force in “case 1,
normal, are indicated on l?ibmres 45 and 46, which refer
to the twin-float seaplane and to the flying boat or sin-
gle-float seaplane, ,respectively.g IY~ case 2, landing with
a single float, the same figures apply, but the’forces are
halved and appliede ither to the middleof the lateral

float or to a qqarter o“f the width of the.bottom of the
-hull, For “a lateral landing, case 3, always to be con-

.. si~dered in c.onnectio.ti-with casp 2, FigUrea 47 and 48 apply,
on which. the-magnitude of the horizontal forces are indi-
cated ‘f”o,rthe, three cases a“, b, and c-tiith the same points
of, application a:s,..inthe normal case.,,. .,

“The saf”sty f~act”oris 1.55” for the twin-float seaplane
and 1.8 for the single-float seaplane and for the flyii~g
boat. The maximum pressure on tlie bottom for the calcula-
tion of the local “stre~lgth o“f the main step will be that,.
corresponding to ‘1-5 u P, distributed over 20 percefit’of
the su%”mer’ged,area. “The displacement of the principal
float or of the hull, is,,at,”least enough to support the
.wei.ght of the seaplane mu~tip,lf~d’ by’:1.8 or 2, according
to the seaway. “. ,-

All these regulations are therefore deduced from ex-

1
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.,
periments, but ‘the,presence of. formu’la (40) in the” German
specifications shows that theoretical .investigat i.o.ns,,are
also invo.lvede . ‘

DEDUCTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS”

. ,.
From the’ foregoing it may be concluded that a flat

bottom undergoes an impact fore’e determined by its own
elasticity and by that of tha whole ,seapl~e, whose value ‘
is. given by the ,second formula (20) or”by

,“

(41)

w’here the elastic proper ties .are,”comprised”” in K and in
q~. A rigid. V bottom of a rigid” seaplane “undergoo,s an
ilnpact force which may. bo roprosonted by “

—t
J’= V02 J-T-ii M J.

.-
(42)

where the form characteristics’ of the V bottom are com-
prised in ~ and in ~. It,follows’ from the “foregoing
that the impact force is always proportional to the square
roet of the mass, so that,”.for seaplanes which are similar
geometrically and structurally, the. impact force-varies
as the square root of tileir weight, and the impact factors

(43)

vary inversely’ as the square: root of the mass or weight.

Thus ,far t,he formulas (41) and (42) for J agree. .
Tilis,agreement ceases, h wbvo,r, ti”nen”wo consider tho “othor
quantities contained in thorn. A rigid V bottom “of:a rig-
id seaplano comprises, ,in,formula (42) for J, the squaro
of tho velocity Voo The flat bottom resists:, howovor,’
if it and tho wholo seap,lqanoare elastlc~..’and compris”os”’
the first powor of said vqlocity, ‘“formula (41)6 Ntiither
a V bottom nor a soaplant.) shall longer be rigid~ and there-
fore even V bottoms must bo elastic, Th,o sh”apo”of tho V,
bot.tom,dctorrninos what ol@mo~t sha~l .ha.vothe “~roatcr. of-
foct in tho dofi~ition “of ‘J, t.ho “Qz,aeticity oti’:t~e-bot-
tom V. It is, doubtlosq pos~ibla to irnqg$p,o“~ ,bottom”V ‘so
pronounced that tho off<~ct Of thoolasticity is’ almost”
negligible, while small valu”e.sof the ~bott,ornV,w’ould yield
very large values for J, ifnot fqvorab~y ’”affected by
the elasticity. For small’values of the’ bottorn,V, it’can

.

,..
‘..

Ilil .-
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be easily included in the case of landing with a flat bot-
tom, Hencei for’.a given length I of .t”heimpact or COin-.
tact sur”f-ace, a crit8r”ion ‘to “o’ekept in min~ is to con-
sider a bottom as V-shaped, if the mean val”ue of its bot-
tom angle is always greater, than. the maximum heeling possi-
ble in landing. In this case, formula (42) is applicable,
oil condition that it does not yield values greater than
those given by fo%mula (41). In,any. event, there will ex-
ist a mean value am of the bottoa V for wh,ich formula
(42)” yields the same value as the one given by (41) for
the same structural and landing conditions. This common
value of J, taken as unity, will give, in a certain nan-
ner, the measurement of the effec,t of ,the bottom, v-
Greater values ,will give percentages less than one, while
smaller values of the bottom V will give perce?ltages”
greater than onej which cannot be considered, because the
structural elasticity comes into play. For a straig-ht.”v
bottom we have plotted in Figure 49* the curve” of the per-
centile variation of J in terms of the’ bottom V, having
assumed Jo, for ~o X 80 sot, to be equal to unity, %e-

ing verified f“or “this value,,and ,for the length 1 .of the
chosen impact Sy,rfac,e,,the equiyalqnt of
(41) and (42).

J in formulas
From the, coordinate points O aqd 100, we

have. drawn the tangent .to:,the curve, indicating oil the,. .
curve the point of the c,oordin,ates i and ar. This tan-
geilt can represent, with the’ remainder of the ,curve, the
percentile variation of J for variatioi~s iil the bottom
V“when Jo = 1. The resulting curvilinear triangle indi-
cates in per cent the part of J due to elasticity, which
is disregarded in formula (42), The possible landing
s:qeeds can be determined from these curves.

Ey equating the first members of formulas (41) and
(4;) for a constant bottom V with. straight sides, we ob-

.“

where a is the inclination of the bottom and, siilce we’
are dealing with small angles ams we can consider the
arc as equal to the tangent and the sine. X and WI .nre

. 4., ...&—. —— .——.-—-..—-.-.——— .-.——..-—-

*As it ‘is easy to see, ‘the result is a hyperbola referred
to the asymptotes, and it is ea.sil.yshown to he ar = 2am$
and the ordinate i ‘= 100/2. “’



constant for a given .seaplanem .:1.f,w8 assume Z to.be con-
stant and remember that ~..varies ..by..+few.pe~ cent, we
may consider am ~ and theref oer.e&,, ,,.directly .prqpor,t.io,n-
al to Vo.

l?igtir”e50 represents, for Jo’:.=.:1’QO corresponding. to

a predetermined velocity PO, the values of, J for vari -

ous velocities’ PC, ‘having chosen these ,r””espectively,
0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1:.1,”11.2, 1.3” times: ~o, and ‘n&,ving
designated as abscissas, besides the values “o”f a, al’so
the values P“ = 180°’ - 2a0. The values’ of ‘~m and ar
are all on two straight lines i ssuing from ‘the origin,-
Knowing any value of J, Figure 50 gives” the iiip et”force

fv a. Note that the straight line y = - —~ --in every caseg
4 Vo am

divides the diagram into two parts, The poi”nts of this
1 Vo. “

line correspond to y = - --- For values of
2 Vo

.,ae 2% the

(

la
equation is y = 1 - -—

PO
) while four values of, a E

%lc>%po ..

2%
,.,.,

the equation must, te y = — —. It is also p“os~ihle
a V.

to plot a figure like Figure 50 for -V bottoms with curved,.
sides, .“

.. .

In “or{derto utilize the structural elasticity of ‘the
seaplane in determinin-g the impact force Jl, let us note
that the first “of the formulas (20), . .

.’, . (44)

compared with formula. (41) , gives
....

r.
–.._. L= :+;: ““ ““
J2
Jl (pz

(A+B-c) (45,)

an-d, if we disregard the value of C, which is snail with
respect to A+B, and the value of s2/r w, which is o“f
a’lower order of magnitude wit’h respect to th”e others, we.
obtain , .

hJ2= Q .s+, s.\ ,.,:” “
~..;; ~)

“(46)
.-. . ... .

which, with the 10 per cent approximation, gives. the ratio
between the impacts On the bottom and in, the cen,ter. Thi s
formula also--showg the manner of introducing the elastic’i-

1’
Illll!l
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ty, ratio thk ~nbrtia”;ratioe/c,’ s/w of the float and
of ‘the acce”ler”atbd Water, an~” s/r of the float and all
other parts of the seapl,~ee -

We have, therefore, all the data for ~etormining the
‘maximum ,strbsses in landing and in-taking off, when the
mechanical and structural characteristics of” tho seaplane
aro known. What has been said regarding the values of J
also applies to’ the values of u. In the” absence of the
elastic ‘characteristics, it is necessary to resort to ex-
perimental determinations on other seaplanes,

The experimental results lead to the conclusion that::
the fla$ bo’ttoms support tpe, greatest load, but the load.
on ‘.stiaight-sided V bottoms increases proportionally with
the increasd in the bottom angle. It may be assumed that,
four a V bottom iwith a. = 0.3, the maximum contingent
stresses .art3about as’ follows;.

A) If the w~nd +plocity ‘is zero or in the direction
of motion of “tho seaplane:

1. Tn a normal landing on.the step, which also
corresponds to one made in line,,of flight, with a hqrizon-
t.al spe&d of 80 to 120 km (50 to 75 mi.) per hour and the
corresponding attitude, the maximum reaction occurs imme-
diately forward of the main step for the durationof 0.01
to 0.05 second ,with a resultant passing very near the”c,go
of the seaplane havi-dg’a distribution, w-hich may be as-
sumed to be unif~~rni of about 0.65 1.cg/cm2 (9.24 l%e/sq.in.),
or triangular in plan and in height, wit-n a maximum value
of about 008 kg~cm2 (11038 lb*/sq*in~) at the apex, de-
creasing toward the “chine to almost 004 an,d toward t’he bow
to almost 0.65. The magnitude of the central resultant
may amount to 405P$ but t’a,ebottom of the float supports
an acceleration of about 24 noro: It is interesting, how-
evor; to noto that taxying on ,wavos 50 to 80 cm (19.7 to
31s5 in-) high m=~v give, similar values of t“ho resultant,
becauso tho fall from the” wave prod-ucos a vertical veloc-
ity of 3 to 4 m/s (9.84 to 13.12 ft./sot.), which, con-
binod with that of translation, yields loads il~~rly equal
to the preceding.

2, In landing on rough water, tho force is agi?lied
toward the middlo of the forebody of t-ho float wit-n an in-
tensity slightly loss but. of tho s,amc”duration, and with
triangular configuration but of ,constant valuo to the for-
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ward limit, with increasing pr.ess.ure.halfway to the step.
The ,v,e.rtical.acc,eleratio.n Kemains ,thb same$, while the hor-
izontal acceleration is somewhat greater and attains a
value 009g in the direc:t.ton,of’ the axis. ,.‘ .

..,, . . . . ., .”..
3. In taking off or taxying in a seaway, the max-

imum reaction occurs at the bo”w with an approximate in-
tei~sity of 2/3 in the f~~st. case with resultant of plane
of syc!mbtry ,of the seaplane. and $nclined aft,,”so as to
form b.n angle of .10 to 20° with the norm’al to, the line of
the keel. As regards the point of “appli.c,ationof..the re-
sultant, it may be assumed to be at about the ce,nthr of

“ the forebody of the float. :
., :,,.
4. Landing on the after body, which. also’ corro-,,

spends to violent pitching on rough watir. .Tho:,resultant
is always in tho piano of symmetry” and applied normal to
tho keel abaft tlzo,stcp with uniform or trapo,zoidal dis-
tribution, greater pressures toward tho stern, intensity
of force 0.5, Caso 1. It is also well to romombor tho
pronounced lift of tho wing in this cash. .

. . . .. .
B) In a cross ‘~ind: ‘ ... ... . ,’

$, The oxporimonts show am accoloration of about
....-

1/7 of the maximum; vertical. Horizontal forces are con-
sidered in p“lanes normal to the axis af thrust, “passing
through the points of application of the forces in cases
1 to 4 and applied ~.t half the immersion depth’’”of“thesee-
tion on which they act,and having a nagnitude oiL/7 of
those corresponding to tfiepreceding cases and with uni-
form d,ist,ri,butionovor the side or sides in correspond-.
once with the distribution of the predicted .forces-

Translation by Dwight M. Miner,
National Advisory Committoe
,for Acron,o,utics..ti
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